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UCRL-2998 In this connection, we want to report here on a K 1 +-particle which underwent a scattering from hydrogen in a nuclear emulsion stack and thus enabled us to obtain a rather good mass measurement. The mass value obtained as the weighted mean of two independent methods is 973 + 12 m • -e
The emulsion stack (Ilford G.5, 60~ pellicles) was exposed to the focus'ed' 
UCRL-2998 In this method the K-particle mass' was expressed analytically in terms of the recoil proton energy (from i)roton range) and the two space angles only.
The resulting mass i,s 984-.:!: 79 me • The much larger error. inherent in this method is mainly due to the very strong derendence on the error in the angular measurement. The agree~ent between the two mass determinations together with the coplanarity check and the absence of a recoil or electron.
at the scattering center ( Fig. 1 ) leads us to believe that our interpretation of the event as a K-hydrogen scattering is correct.
We wish to thank Professor E. Segre f9r many helpful discussions • . ·. .~. 
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A is based on the scattered. K-particle rdngc RJ<.' = ~;;:,;.j n1;1·i. Curve B is based on the sca.ttered K-partidt: murnenturn FK' ·-289.15 Mcv/c which is obtained frorrt fbc recoil ~H·otcr: "~,e;rJ.gt:. The intersection of curves A ar..d .D together with th,~ir c1'ror limits define the K-particle mass as 972. .± l2,m<'. Tile rnass of the T-meson !v1 is shown !or CO""r'jJi1ri3on.
